
 
FC/  658   /2023                                                                                         Date: 21-02-2023 
 
 
 

 
Sub. :- Corrigendum to our Enquiry No. FC/437/2023 dtd. 01-02-2023. 

 

 
Dear Sir, 

 
This corrigendum to Enquiry No. FC/437/2023 dtd. 01-02-2023 for providing on hire 

module of equipment for “processing of tundish, steel skull, chilled cast, ladle skull, thimble jam, 
pit jam, lance jam, slag pot jam or other heavy steel scrap etc. and loading, transportation & 
unloading to scrap pit/ designated area of FSNL inside NISP” at our FSNL Nagarnar Unit is being 
issued to incorporate revised Scope of Work at Section-A (Page No. 4 & 5) and amend 
clause no. (2) Firm Price and clause no. (7) Period of Order at Section-B (page no. 6) of 
above Enquiry: - 
 

 

 The revised Scope of Work is attached in Section-A. 
 
 The clauses of above-mentioned enquiry are hereby amended vide this corrigendum and to 

be read as below :-   
 

Clause No. (2)- Firm Price :- The rate quoted by the tenderer should remain firm till 
the period of order. Offer with escalation clause will be 
summarily rejected. 
 

Clause No. (7)- Period of Order :- The period of work will be 12 months, however for the 
work in which Quantity Variation clause is applicable, 
the work execution is to be done as per the Quantity 
Variation clause. The period of work can be further 
extended for 3 months on satisfactory performance and 
beyond 3 months on mutual agreement with the 
successful tenderer. 
 

Please also note that the due date of this enquiry is hereby extended upto 06-03-2023. In 
the event you have not submitted your offer, the same may please be submitted on or 
before 3.00 PM or 06-03-2023. 
 
Note: - All other terms & conditions of our enquiry shall remain unchanged. 

 
The Original Enquiry Ref. No., Date and this corrigendum reference number and date should 

also be mentioned on sealed envelopes while submitting your offer. Tenderers who have already 
submitted their offer, also have to give acceptance to this corrigendum. The offers without this 
amendment will be liable for rejection.   
 
                   (एन.भावना)/ (N.BHAVANA) 
                                  क न ठ बंधक (सा. .)/ JR.MGR (MM) 
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SECTION-A  
 
Scope of work :- 
 
 
Name and Scope of hiring :- To provide on hire the following module of equipment to be deployed at 
FSNL Nagarnar Unit, Inside NISP for processing of tundish, steel skull, chilled cast, ladle 
skull, thimble jam, pit jam, lance jam, slag pot jam or other heavy steel scrap etc. and 
loading, transportation & unloading to scrap pit/ designated area of FSNL inside NISP.     
The job is to be done under the supervision of FSNL.  
 
S/n. Module of equipment = No. of Eqpts. 

1. Mobile Magnetic crane (70 MT Capacity) with drop ball = 01 No. 
2. Excavator (35 Ton Class)  = 01 No. 
3. Tipper (16 MT Capacity) = 03 Nos. 

 
 
Hiring Hours of module of equipment as per above jobs. :- 

 
1. The total requirement of working hour of module is 5040 Hours. 
2. The productivity of module of equipment must be 10 MT/hour. 
 
 
The Work involves :- 
 
1. Processing of tundish skull, steel skull, chilled cast, ladle skull, thimble jam, pit jam, lance jam, 

slag pot jam, steel spillages or heavy scrap etc. with the help of balling & lancing operation to the 
size of 60cm X 50cm X 40cm (0.7MT). While processing the scrap it is to be ensured to make it 
dust/slag free before loading. 
 

2. Loading of processed scrap on to the tipper with the help of magnet crane and transportation to 
the scrap pit /designated place & unloading the same after weighment at NISP road weighbridge. 
 

3. For processing of scrap by lancing adequate nos. of lancers to be provided by the successful 
tenderer. 
 

4. Hoses & related accessories will be provided by the successful tenderer. Oxygen & Lancing tube 
will be provided free of cost. 
 

5. If line oxygen is not available at site party will transport full oxygen cylinder from oxygen plant 
of steel plant and to be assembled for oxygen bank. Oxygen pipe manifold and connector pipes 
assembly for oxygen bank will be arranged by the successful tenderer. Bottle empty cylinder will 
be provided by FSNL. 
 

6. Lead distance from processing site to scrap pit/ designated area is approx. 5 KM one way. 
 

7. Weighment of each trip will be done at NISP Road weighbridge. 
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8. The module of equipment is to be deployed at our site inside NISP, as per direction of FSNL site 

incharge Deployment shall be required in "A" & "B" shift on all working days including Sundays and 
Holidays. If needed, module of equipment to be deployed in “C” shift also. 
 

9. Tenderer have to provide necessary operating and maintenance staff to ensure smooth running 
of the module of equipment at his own cost. 
 

10. Subject productivity base module of equipment is minimal. In case of any intermittent urgent 
requirement of the job, additional equipment will be deployed by the successful tenderer without 
any extra charges for fulfilment the demand of steel plant. Tenderer will deploy additional 
equipment or may be intermittent without hampering from other module upon prior permission of 
operation in charge. 
 

11. All consumables including safety appliances, tools, lifting tackles, sling required shall be arranged 
by the successful tenderer at his own cost. Electricity and water supply will be provided free of 
cost. 
 

12. All statutory obligations/requirement (Central & State Govt) to be filled by the successful 
tenderer. 
 

13. The supply of module of equipment is inclusive of POL and other charges including maintenance so 
as to ensure proper running of the equipment's during the working hours. Since handling and 
delivery of scrap is solely dependent on availability of module of equipment in good running 
condition, it will be tenderer's responsibility to arrange required quantity of all consumables and 
to attend the breakdowns immediately after occurrence during the working hours. In case of 
necessity and in order to maintain the rated output, tenderer will have to arrange deployment of 
substitute equipment in place of the equipment under major breakdown. 
 

14. Tenderer should ensure minimum percentage availability of the equipment's engaged for the 
processing of transportation of iron ore as given below. 
 
(i). Crane (Crawler mounted) = 70% 
(ii). Excavator = 75% 
(iii). Tipper = 75% 

 
15. The module of equipment deployed should achieve the optimum productivity rate as stated above, 

below which it will be presumed that the module of equipment is not available for production 
work. 
 

16. Tenderer must fulfil the safety requirement of NISP Plant as per their guidelines. In case of 
violation of safety norms or damage of any items and penalty imposed by NISP, to be borne by 
tenderer. 
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